




KA-BOOM!   Most people think volcanoes

     are either sound asleep or blowing their

  tops off in fiery, ash-spewing catastrophes.



   But volcanoes are not just destructive.

 Much more often, volcanoes are creative.

  They grow taller and wider. They form

  majestic mountains. And they build new

 islands where there were none before.





 Both creative and destructive eruptions 

    start with gooey melted rock called magma.

       Magma from deep in the earth rises up a

    gigantic strawlike tube to a vent, or opening.

     If magma makes it to the earth’s surface, it’s

     called lava. A burst of  lava is an eruption.

          Magma is made up of gases as well as melted and partially

      melted rock. As it rises and fills huge underground

  chambers, pressure builds . . . and builds . . . and builds . . .

         until the magma is forced up and out a volcano’s vent.

        Erupted magma can spurt out and flow down a volcano

        like red-hot syrup. This fluid lava cools to form either spiky

  chunks called ‘a‘ā (ah-aah)    or smooth, ropy surfaces called

pāhoehoe (paah-hoh-eh-hoh-eh).

        Magma can also burst out in solid chunks called tephra

(TEH-frah).       Tephra can be tiny bits (ash), lightweight

      gas-filled pieces (pumice), or solid rocks and boulders 

(lava bombs).

      But what determines whether lava erupts peacefully

or dangerously?
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POW!    Gases blast lava out in an

explosive eruption. 



HISSSSS!    Gases and lava slowly seep out

 in a creative eruption.

     Gas determines whether an eruption creates or destroys.

       Rising gas pushes lava out of a volcano. In destructive

       eruptions, gases get trapped inside thick magma or are

         blocked by plugs in the vents. Pressure builds until lava, ash,

         and gases explode all at once, like soda from a shaken can.

      In creative eruptions, vents are open and gases escape

      slowly, like when you carefully unscrew a soda bottle. Lava

        bubbles and sprays like water from a hose or oozes out like

       toothpaste from a tube. Layer upon layer of lava piles up,

       forming lava domes. Over time, peaceful eruptions can

 build mountains.

     Creative eruptions occur three times more often than

          violent ones. They happen all over the world in all kinds of

 different places.
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You’ve Just Finished your Free Sample 
 

Enjoyed the preview? 
 

Buy:  http://www.ebooks2go.com 
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